Name :

Abstract Nouns
Abstract nouns represent an idea or quality.
Example: My mom’s support helped me succeed. (supportive)

Make an abstract noun from the given adjective to complete each sentence.
1)

America is built on

for the people. (liberated)

2)

Health is more important than

3)

Lacey’s

4)

In her

PREVIEW

often landed her in trouble. (curious)
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5)

Kate has

6)

Wayne’s

7)

Heidi’s stories are

8)

Joshua’s

9)

Ronnie was responsible for the

10)

Joshua has great

. (wealthy)

saved the day. (intelligent)
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at its best. (imaginative)

in God made him a pious man. (trustful)

of the students. (safe)

for detective stories. (passionate)
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Answer Key

Name :

Abstract Nouns
Abstract nouns represent an idea or quality.
Example: My mom’s support helped me succeed. (supportive)

Make an abstract noun from the given adjective to complete each sentence.
liberty

1)

America is built on

2)

Health is more important than

3)

Lacey’s

4)

In her
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wealth

. (wealthy)

often landed her in trouble. (curious)
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5)

Kate has

6)

Wayne’s

7)

Heidi’s stories are

8)

Joshua’s

9)

Ronnie was responsible for the

10)

for the people. (liberated)

intelligence

trust

Joshua has great

saved the day. (intelligent)
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imagination

at its best. (imaginative)

in God made him a pious man. (trustful)

passion

safety

of the students. (safe)

for detective stories. (passionate)
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